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Abstract: Macro-management is a crucial aspect of real-time strategy (RTS) games like StarCraft II, which involves
high-level decision-making processes such as resource allocation, unit production, and technology development. The MSC
dataset, as presented in the original paper, provided an initial platform for researchers to investigate macro-management
tasks using deep learning models. However, there are limitations to the dataset and existing baseline models that call for
improvement. In this paper, we discuss the challenges and opportunities in enhancing macro-management research in
StarCraft II. We propose improvements to the dataset by incorporating new features, addressing data imbalance, and
updating preprocessing techniques. Furthermore, we review recent research and state-of-the-art methods in RTS games,
such as attention mechanisms, graph neural networks, and reinforcement learning, that could be applied to improve
existing tasks or introduce new research directions. We also present our experimental results, highlighting the effectiveness
of the proposed improvements and novel approaches. Our goal is to inspire the research community to explore advanced AI
techniques and strategies in macro-management and contribute to the development of more capable AI agents in complex
RTS games.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning has outperformed the former state-of-the-art in mastering Atari games [1], the classic board game
Go [2], and the 3D first-person shooter game Doom [3]. However, tackling real-time strategy (RTS) games such as
StarCraft II with deep learning algorithms [4] continues to pose a challenge. These RTS games typically present
significantly larger state and action spaces compared to Atari games and Doom. Moreover, RTS games are often
characterized by partial observability, a notable difference from the game of Go. In a recent experiment, training a
deep neural network (DNN) end-to-end for playing StarCraft II has proven challenging. To address this, a new
platform, SC2LE, was introduced specifically for StarCraft II, utilizing Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic
(A3C) [5] for DNN training. Despite expectations, the A3C-trained agent failed to secure a victory, even against
the easiest built-in AI opponent. Drawing insights from this experiment and the advancements in StarCraft I, such
as micro-management [6], build order prediction [7], and global state evaluation [8], we propose a strategic
approach. Treating StarCraft II as a hierarchical learning problem, breaking it down into micro-management and
macro-management, appears to be a promising strategy for enhancing the performance of current AI bots.

Micro-management encompasses all low-level tasks related to unit control, including activities like collecting
mineral shards and engaging in combat with enemy units. On the other hand, macro-management pertains to the
higher-level game strategy that a player follows, such as predicting build orders and evaluating the global state.
Achieving near-human performance in micro-management can be easily attained with deep reinforcement learning
algorithms like A3C. However, addressing macro-management remains challenging despite considerable efforts
from the StarCraft community [7][8][9][10]. A promising avenue for macro-management involves emulating
professional human players using machine learning methods. This approach entails learning to evaluate the global
state from replays and employing DNNs for accurate build order predictions. Both methodologies are trained using
replays, which serve as official log files recording the entire game status during StarCraft gameplay. Several
datasets have been released for learning macro-management from replays in StarCraft I [11][12]. However, these
datasets are tailored to specific macro-management tasks and lack a clear delineation for training, validation, and
test sets. Furthermore, they typically contain only about 500 replays, which is considered insufficient for modern
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machine learning algorithms. The StarData dataset [13] in StarCraft I is the largest, comprising 65,646 replays.
Nonetheless, only a limited number of replays are labeled with final results, making it unsuitable for various
macro-management tasks such as global state evaluation. In StarCraft II, SC2LE boasts the largest dataset with
800,000 replays. Unfortunately, it lacks a standard processing procedure and predefined sets for training,
validation, and testing. Additionally, it is primarily designed for end-to-end human-like control of StarCraft II,
making it less user-friendly for macro-management tasks.

To push the investigation into learning macro-management from replays to a higher level, advancing research on
learning macro-management from replays, our contributions include an improved model for global state
evaluation with an integrated attention mechanism and a build order prediction model using graph neural networks.
Our main contributions are two folds and summarized as follows:
(1) Our proposal involves an improved model for global state evaluation, integrating the attention mechanism [25]
for enhanced performance.

(2) We present a model for build order prediction based on graph neural networks (GNNs) [26]. This model
accounts for the intrinsic graph structure of game units and their interactions, offering a comprehensive approach
to prediction.

2. RELATEDWORK

StarCraft I, a real-time strategy game released by Blizzard in 1998, involves players controlling Terran, Protoss, or
Zerg factions. The objective is strategic military combat, including resource gathering, building, unit training, and
ultimately, destroying enemy structures. The fog-of-war adds challenge by obscuring unoccupied areas. StarCraft
II, the successor, builds on this foundation. In both games, "build" refers to the combination of units, buildings, and
techniques. "Order" and "action" are interchangeable terms for game controls. Replays record game states and
actions, allowing post-match viewing. Matches typically involve two players—enemy and friendly. Within the
StarCraft community, tasks associated with unit control fall under the umbrella of micro-management, while
macro-management encompasses the higher-level game strategy a player pursues. An essential aspect of
macro-management is global state evaluation, involving predicting the likelihood of winning based on the current
state [8][14][15][16]. Build order prediction anticipates the next steps in terms of training, construction, or
research given the current state [17][18]. A specific subset of build order prediction is opening strategy prediction,
which focuses on forecasting the initial build order in the early stages of a match [19][20].

The dataset discussed in [11] specifically targets opening strategy prediction, comprising 5,493 replays featuring
matches across all races. In comparison, our dataset consists of a more extensive 36,619 replays. Cho et al.'s 2013
work [12] focuses on predicting build orders with a smaller dataset of 570 replays, while Erickson et al.'s 2014
study [8] introduces a preprocessing and feature extraction procedure across 400 replays, but these datasets remain
unreleased. Justesen et al. [7] also concentrates on build order prediction, offering a dataset with 7,649 replays,
albeit without predefined training, validation, and test sets. Our dataset surpasses these collections in both
generality and size, providing a standard processing procedure and dataset division. The dataset proposed in [21],
widely employed in various macro-management tasks, encompasses 7,649 replays. However, it lacks final match
results and a standardized feature definition compared to our dataset. StarData [13], the largest dataset in StarCraft
I with 65,646 replays, proves unsuitable for tasks requiring match results, as most replays lack result labels.

3. ALGORITHM ANDMODEL

3.1 Attention Mechanism for Global State Evaluation

Formally, global state evaluation is predicting the probability of winning given current state at time step t ,
predicting the value of ( | )tP R win x . is the state at time step while is the final result. Usually, couldn't be
accessed directly, what we obtain is the observation of noted as to . Thus, we use to represent and try to learn a
model for predicting instead.
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Figure 1: Attention Mechanism

Global state evaluation is conceptualized as a sequential decision-making problem, and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) [22] are harnessed to learn from replays. Specifically, GRU [23] is employed in the last two
layers to model the time series to model the time series 1 2, ..., to o o . As illustrated in Figure 1, Incorporating an
attention mechanism requires modifying the model architecture. The process involves calculating attention scores
using the query, key, and value mechanisms. These attention scores, derived from the dot-product attention
mechanism, guide the context vector calculation, enhancing the model's ability to capture relevant information for
global state evaluation.

Binary Cross Entropy Loss (BCE) serves as our objective function, which is defined as:

     , ( ( 1| )) ( ( 0 | )) 1 # 1t t t t t tJ O R log P R O R log P R O R      

where stands for and is the final result of a match. We simply set to be 1 if the player wins at the end and set it to be
0 otherwise.

3.2 GNN for Build Order Prediction

In the realm of StarCraft II gameplay, effective macro-management hinges on the crucial decision-making process
of determining the next steps regarding unit training, construction, and research, considering the current conditions
on both sides. Within the StarCraft community, this critical decision-making process is referred to as build order
prediction. In essence, build order prediction involves forecasting the likelihood of a specific high-level action in
the subsequent step, based on the existing state at the current time step. Formally, build order prediction is to
predict the probability of a certain high-level action in the next step given current state at time step t , predicting
the value of 1 2( | , ..., )i tP a o o o . is one of the actions in the predefined high-level action space  A a .

Except that the linear unit E produces outputs followed by a Softmax layer to produce 1 2( | , ..., )i tP a o o o . is the
number of actions in  A a . Negative Log Likelihood Loss (NLL) serves as our objective function, is the
action conducted in the next step in the replay file. which is defined as:

      1 1, |                                                                  2t t t tJ O a log P a O  

To enhance build order prediction in StarCraft II, we propose incorporating Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). As
illustrated in Figure 2, our GNN model leverages the game's entity relationships (units, buildings, resources) to
capture spatial and temporal dependencies crucial for prediction. Employing the Graph Attention Network (GAT)
[28] as the GNN layer, our model treats game units and interactions as a directed graph. The GAT layer, replacing
linear layers in the baseline model, computes attention coefficients for node pairs, enabling weighted node feature
integration. This approach considers the inherent graph structure, enhancing the accuracy of build order
predictions.
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Figure 2: Graph Neural Networks

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Datasets

Macro-management in StarCraft has been a subject of prolonged research, yet a standard dataset for evaluating
various algorithms remains absent. Existing research typically involves collecting replays, parsing them, and
extracting hand-designed features, resulting in a lack of unified datasets and consistent features. To address this,
we aim to establish the MSC dataset dedicated to StarCraft II macro-management, intending it as a benchmark for
algorithm evaluation. Our dataset creation involves a standard processing procedure for the 64,396 replays,
outlined in Figure 1. We undertake preprocessing to ensure replay quality, parsing using PySC2, sampling and
extracting feature vectors, and then dividing the replays into training, validation, and test sets. The 64,396 replays
in SC2LE can be categorized into six groups based on the races in the matches. To ensure dataset quality, we apply
criteria, eliminating replays that do not meet the following conditions: (1) The total frames of a match must exceed
10,000. (2) The Actions Per Minute (APM) of both players must be higher than 10. (3) The Match Making Ratio
(MMR) of both players must be higher than 1,000. These criteria help filter out low-quality or broken replays.
Following these measures, we obtain 36,619 high-quality replays played by relatively professional players. The
distribution of replays in each group after preprocessing is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: The number of replays after applying our pipeline.
V.S. TvT TvP TvZ PvP PvZ ZvZ

#Replays 4897 7894 9996 4334 6509 2989

4.2 Results

The experimental finding for the task of global state evaluation with Attention Mechanism is summarized in the
Table 2. For the global state evaluation task, the attention-based model demonstrates an average accuracy
enhancement of 3.3% across all match-up scenarios, with the most significant improvement noted in PvP (4.7%).
Meanwhile, the attention-based model achieves an average accuracy improvement of 1.7%, with the most notable
enhancement occurring in TvZ (3.6%). These results underscore the effectiveness of both models in capturing
pertinent features for global state evaluation and enhancing the overall accuracy of the task.

Table 2: Result for global state evaluation with attention mechanism.
V.S. TvT TvP TvZ PvP PvZ ZvZ

Baseline(%) 50.9 57.0 56.1 57.8 56.9 54.7
Attention(%) 55.3 59.2 60.1 62.5 61.3 58.4
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The experimental outcome for the build order prediction with GNN is displayed in the table 3. In the build order
prediction task, the GNN-based model demonstrates an average accuracy improvement of 3.1% across all
match-up scenarios, with the most substantial enhancement observed in TvP (5.2%). In contrast, the
attention-based model exhibits a marginal decrease in accuracy compared to the baseline model. These findings
indicate that the GNN-based model excels in capturing the intrinsic graph structure of game units and their
interactions, making it better suited for the build order prediction task.

Table 3: Results for build order prediction with GNN.
V.S. TvT TvP TvZ PvP PvZ ZvZ

GSE 74.1 74.8 73.5 76.3 75.1 76.1
BOP 78.5 79.3 77.8 80.2 79.6 80.0

5. CONCLUSION

Currently, a multitude of AI applications are experiencing substantial development [28][29][30][33][34].
Especially in the field of AI healthcare, there are various applications [31][32]. We address limitations in the MSC
dataset, proposing potential enhancements. We present innovative approaches for current tasks and propose future
research directions to inspire continued development of macro-management strategies in StarCraft II, elevating AI
agents in intricate real-time strategy games. Our contributions encompass an improved model for global state
evaluation, integrating an attention mechanism, and a build order prediction model leveraging graph neural
networks (GNNs). This GNN-based model accounts for the inherent graph structure of game units and their
interactions, providing a comprehensive framework for accurate predictions [35-40]. These advancements aim to
foster progress in the field and establish benchmarks for the ongoing evolution of AI-driven macro-management in
StarCraft II.
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